
Welcome to the Universe



“Newton” Today

This simulation shows the effects of gravity*, over time.  
 Calculations rely on taking tiny steps in time, a key idea from calculus.

*and several other physical processes, see descriptions of “Illustris TNG” simulations for more



Kepler’s planets had souls.

Newton saw gravity as the agency of god.
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shukūk (‘doubts’) “The Iron Rule”Claims Modern 
Science is an Invention Demands that all scientific argument be 

settled by empirical testing alone, and that 
the results of empirical testing are to be 
recorded in formal scientific journals for 
future reference and use.

https://www.amazon.com/Explain-World-Discovery-Modern-Science/dp/0062346652/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1FD30XMW7Y1W4&dchild=1&keywords=to+explain+the+world+by+steven+weinberg&qid=1613498018&sprefix=Steven+Weinberg+to+explain+the+,aps,157&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Knowledge-Machine-Irrationality-Created-Science/dp/1631491377/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=michael+stevens&qid=1613497961&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/House-Wisdom-Science-Knowledge-Renaissance/dp/0143120565/ref=sr_1_6?crid=1MRYY8HKUZ250&dchild=1&keywords=jim+al-khalili&qid=1613498045&sprefix=Jim+al,aps,169&sr=8-6


Prediction: Week 4

“Terrestrial” Motion via Slingshots 

Celestial Motions on the Path to Newton 

Terrestrial Motion on the Path to Newton

Why would arrows and stars be related?

Plans for the PtN “Performance” and Fair

Astronomy 101 “review” to guide you on the Path ( WWT)

Natural “Philosophy,” “Science,” and “History”: Theory, Empiricism, and Description

Breakout discussions “intuition” (Google Doc )

on accuracy & uncertainty (discussion & journal)

Notes on PtN Assignment “Parts” 

Logistics:  assignment notifications; section plans; PtN preparations; April fools++ 



“Terrestrial” Motion via Slingshots 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DN4KNcFDZDg


“Terrestrial” Motion via Slingshots 

tinyurl.com/GenEdProjectiles



Breakout discussions “intuition” (Google Doc )“Terrestrial” Motion via Slingshots 

What	is	mo*on?	What	are	we	seeing	happen?	Why	does	it	happen?



Tuesday/Thursday



Predictive 
SystemS

Phenomenon Observation* Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Correct

*or, Experiment*

Predictive Systems, The “Padua Rainbow,” and The Path to Newton



Prediction: Week 4

“Terrestrial” Motion via Slingshots 

Celestial Motions on the Path to Newton 

Terrestrial Motion on the Path to Newton

Why would arrows and stars be related?

Plans for the PtN “Performance” and Fair

Astronomy 101 “review” to guide you on the Path ( WWT)

Natural “Philosophy,” “Science,” and “History”: Theory, Empiricism, and Description

Breakout discussions “intuition” (Google Doc )

Notes on PtN Assignment “Parts” 

Logistics:  assignment notifications; section plans; PtN preparations; April fools++ 

Predictive Systems, The “Padua Rainbow,” and The Path to Newton

Logistics



–Johnny Appleseed

“Type a quote here.” 

State of the signup sheet…



PRESENTING your “character” for the Path to Newton—please use Canvas

+Google Slides 
+model of Universe at your person’s time 

+AG inserts in slides 
+use tags/symbols from this slide deck, also in Google Slides

Plans for the PtN “Performance” and FairNotes on PtN Assignment “Parts” 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VdOShQ553WleQuZlksZ4z5qOjo5IEEtWTh_G3LM6thw/edit#slide=id.g6f2fc86d56_1_0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OBIN60rv7OiaGsNPNm9A0RQZADjvZZSH0-Bt4r-VxtI/edit#gid=0


Extra content in “Customized PtN 
Readings (+Videos) ” being updated 

check back Friday…

https://canvas.harvard.edu/courses/84859/assignments


(Terrestrial) Motion on the Path to Newton

student ideas from Google Doc 

“impetus” 

mass 

momentum 

inertia 

velocity, acceleration 

Newton’s Laws, Calculus



“impetus”

AD 520

BC 350



shukūk (‘doubts’) “The Iron Rule”Claims Modern 
Science is an Invention Demands that all scientific argument be 

settled by empirical testing alone, and that 
the results of empirical testing are to be 
recorded in formal scientific journals for 
future reference and use.

https://www.amazon.com/Explain-World-Discovery-Modern-Science/dp/0062346652/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1FD30XMW7Y1W4&dchild=1&keywords=to+explain+the+world+by+steven+weinberg&qid=1613498018&sprefix=Steven+Weinberg+to+explain+the+,aps,157&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Knowledge-Machine-Irrationality-Created-Science/dp/1631491377/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=michael+stevens&qid=1613497961&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/House-Wisdom-Science-Knowledge-Renaissance/dp/0143120565/ref=sr_1_6?crid=1MRYY8HKUZ250&dchild=1&keywords=jim+al-khalili&qid=1613498045&sprefix=Jim+al,aps,169&sr=8-6


Claims Modern 
Science is an Invention

What did Aristotle do to deserve the scorn of modern physicists (and Galileo)? 

https://www.amazon.com/Explain-World-Discovery-Modern-Science/dp/0062346652/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1FD30XMW7Y1W4&dchild=1&keywords=to+explain+the+world+by+steven+weinberg&qid=1613498018&sprefix=Steven+Weinberg+to+explain+the+,aps,157&sr=8-1


Aristotle’s 
Elements & Their  
“Natural” Places 

Primum Mobile is ‘an outer sphere supposed to move around the earth in 24 hours, carrying the inner spheres with it”



Among much else, the “First Day” of [Galileo’s 1638] Two New Sciences contains 
an argument that heavy and light bodies fall at the same rate, contradicting 
Aristotle’s doctrine that heavy bodies fall faster than light ones. Of course, 
because of air resistance, light bodies do fall a little more slowly than heavy ones. 
In dealing with this, Galileo demonstrates his understanding of the need for 
scientists to live with approximations, running counter to the Greek emphasis on 
precise statements based on rigorous mathematics.  
As Salviati explains to Simplicio: Aristotle says,  

“A hundred pound iron ball falling from the height of a hundred braccia hits 
the ground before one of just one pound has descended a single braccio.”  

I say that they arrive at the same time. You find, on making the experiment, that 
the larger anticipates the smaller by two inches; that is, when the larger one 
strikes the ground, the other is two inches behind it. And now you want to hide, 
behind those two inches, the ninety-nine braccia of Aristotle, and speaking only 
of my tiny error, remain silent about his enormous one. 

from: Weinberg, Steven. To Explain the World: The Discovery of Modern Science 
(pp. 190-191). HarperCollins. Kindle Edition. 

on accuracy & uncertainty (discussion & journal)



Terrestrial Motion on the Path to Newton







Predictive 
SystemS

Phenomenon Observation* Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Correct

*or, Experiment*

Predictive Systems, The “Padua Rainbow,” and The Path to NewtonNewton



Newton’s 3 Laws

Alyssa Goodman holds the (REAL) Principia, at the Royal Society, London, 2015



Newton’s 3 Laws

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aA_mqSzbkM0



1543 1587150 A.D.

Ptolemaic 
Geocentric,  

with Epicycles

Copernican 
Heliocentric 
(correct)

Tychonic 
Geoheliocentric 

hybrid

Astronomy 101 “review” to guide you on the Path ( WWT+)



Astronomy 101 “review” to guide you on the Path ( WWT+)

+stars are VERY far away, but Universe is finite (in space & time)

+stars apparent motion on the Sky is due almost entirely to Earth’s Rotation on its axis

+Earth DOES move (both in its orbit + spins on its axis)

+the force of gravity is proportional to the “inverse square” of the distance between any 
two objects (=“Newton’s Law of Universal Gravitation”)

>which means that “orbits” are ellipses

+if one object has MUCH more mass then the other, it’s at a focus of an elliptical orbit

So, for example, the Sun is at the focus of Earth’s (or Mars, or Pluto’s) 
elliptical orbit (=“Kepler’s First Law”)

+planets of OUR Solar system are SUPER close compared to stars

For example, the Sun is 93 million miles from Earth, and the next nearest star 
is 25 trillion miles, about 300,000 times, farther away.



WorldWideTelescope.org 

http://WorldWideTelescope.org


Astronomy 101 “review” to guide you on the Path ( WWT+)

+stars are VERY far away, but Universe is finite (in space & time)

+stars apparent motion on the Sky is due almost entirely to Earth’s Rotation on its axis

+Earth DOES move (both in its orbit + spins on its axis)

+the force of gravity is proportional to the “inverse square” of the distance between any 
two objects (=“Newton’s Law of Universal Gravitation”)

>which means that “orbits” are ellipses

+if one object has MUCH more mass then the other, it’s at a focus of an elliptical orbit

So, for example, the Sun is at the focus of Earth’s (or Mars, or Pluto’s) 
elliptical orbit (=“Kepler’s First Law”)

+planets of OUR Solar system are SUPER close compared to stars

For example, the Sun is 93 million miles from Earth, and the next nearest star 
is 25 trillion miles, about 300,000 times, farther away.



Celestial Motions on the Path to Newton 







Why would slingshots and stars be related? (or not)

Bonus: Why is Astronomy so important to (the history of) Prediction?
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Biology

Natural “Philosophy,” “Science,” and “History”: Theory, Empiricism, and Description
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Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Think about all of these relationships in your research.   (You should use these 
markers in your slides.)



Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Ptolemy’s  
Epicycles

Aristotle’s 
Natural  

Philosophy

EMPIRICAL ANALYTICAL

Wrong



Kepler’s  
Laws of  

Planetary  
Motion

Newton’s  
Theory of  

Gravity

EMPIRICAL ANALYTICAL

Correct

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction



Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Prediction

Kepler

Phenomenon Observation Data Rule Theory Explanation Prediction

Newton



Kepler’s planets had souls.

Newton saw gravity as the agency of god.


